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Abstract— The needs of many individuals with disabilities can
be satisfied with traditional manual or powered wheelchairs, a
segment of the disabled community finds it difficult or impossible
to use wheelchairs. There is extensive research on
computer-controlled chairs where sensors and intelligent control
algorithms have been used to minimize the level of human
intervention. This project describes a wheelchair for physically
disabled people. Our goal is to design and develop a system that
allows the user to robustly interact with the wheelchair at different
levels of the control and sensing. A dependent-user recognition
using Head movements and infrared sensor integrated with
wheelchair. Wheelchair which can be driven using acceleration
sensor and Head Movements with the possibility of avoiding
obstacles. Our project Automatic wheelchair basically works on
the principle of acceleration, one acceleration sensor, provides
two axis, acceleration sensors whose output varies according to
acceleration applied to it, by applying simple formula we calculate
the amount of tilt & output of tilt will decide to move in which
direction. Sensor gives x-axis & y-axis o/p independently which is
fed to ADC & then µC & depending on the pulse width it decides to
move or not. On chair Obstacle sensors will be installed. Total 4
sensors will be installed for detection of wall/obstacle in the
forward, backward, left & right direction. We are trying to build a
controlled wheelchair; the system will understand and obeys
natural language motion commands such as “Take a right.”
Various technologies are used for developing such a system.
Index Terms— AT89C51 microcontroller, acceleration sensor
L293D driver IC, Kiel uv3 for Embedded ‘C’ programming,
MAX232 for protocol conversion, 12v DC power supply, Serial
cable,

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this project is to use wheelchair automatically
for moving forward, backward, Left & Right. The overall
framework of this project is to restore autonomy to severely
disabled people by helping them use independently a power
wheelchair. A wheelchair is an electric wheelchair fitted with
acceleration sensors, obstacle sensor and computer to help
less able drivers achieve some independent mobility. By just
tilting acceleration sensor wheelchair can be moved in four
directions. The obstacle sensor can help the rider control the
wheelchair by taking over some of the responsibility for
steering and avoiding objects until he or she is able to handle
the job. The amount of work that the rider chooses to do and
how much control is taken by the chair is decided by the rider
and his or her care.
Obstacle in the way can be determined by wheelchair and
wheelchair will stop automatically. The wheelchair can also
integrate with Head movements and computers; the pilot can
use the same controls to drive the wheelchair and operate

another assistive device, so handicap person who cannot
make use of his hands can drive chair by Head movements.
Taking advantage of technological evolution,in order to
increase the quality of life for handicap people and facilitate
their integration into the working world.In order to guide a
wheelchair various situation can be distinguished. If the user
is capable of controlling his heads, the ideal solution is the
use of a sensor. Our project handicap wheelchair basically
works on the principle of acceleration, one acceleration
sensor, provides two axes, acceleration sensors whose output
is analogs, varies according to acceleration applied to it, by
applying simple formula we calculate the amount of tilt &
output of tilt will decide to move in which direction.
II.
BACKGROUND
Improving the life style of the physically challenged people
to a great extent. In recent times there have been a wide range
of assistive and guidance systems available in Wheelchair to
make their life less complicated. In recent times there have
been various control systems developing specialized for
people with various disorders and disabilities. The systems
that are developed are highly competitive in replacing the old
traditional systems [1].
There are many assistive systems using visual aids like
Smart Wheelchair systems, Using Joystick and much more.
There are even systems based on voice recognition too. The
basic assisting using voice control is to detect basic
commands using joystick or tactile screen. These applications
are quite popular among people with limited upper body
motility. There are certain drawbacks in these systems. They
cannot be used by people of higher disability because they
require fine and accurate control which is most of the time not
possible. This paper reports the preliminary work in
developing a wheelchair system that involves the movement
of Head in directing the wheel chair. The system enables the
patient to have command over the Wheelchair its direction of
movement and will also sense the user about the obstacles in
the path to avoid collision. This wheelchair helps the user to
move in environments with ramps and doorways of little
space. This work is based on previous research in wheelchairs
must be highly interactive to enable the system to work most
efficiently [4].
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III.

APPLICATION OF AUTOMATIC
WHEELCHAIR

 Hospitals
 Health care centers
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 Old age home
• Improving the life chances of disabled people.
 Physically handicapped individuals
Disadvantages:
 In industries as robot to carry goods.
 The disadvantage faced by disabled people imposes
 Automatic gaming toys.
significant economic and social cost [3].
 Communication
 Although power wheelchairs do have some
disadvantages, many of them can be turned into advantages
 Control of Mechanical systems
with extra money or additional features. Typically a power
 Sports
wheelchair will not fold up or come apart. Most individuals
 Feedback in Computer Based Learning environment
who need to travel may not have a van or larger vehicle to
store the power wheelchair; therefore they will have to make
IV.
ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES
other plans. You may have to purchase an additional manual
Advantages:
Power wheelchairs, also referred to as electric wheelchairs, wheelchair for trips. Another option would be to spend more
are a common aid to daily living for people who are disabled money on a power wheelchair and purchase one that folds ups
or elderly. Power wheelchairs provide many advantages for or will disassemble fairly easily. The fold up power
wheelchair-bound people. Many people who require a wheelchairs is available in most stores; however, they can cost
wheelchair find a power wheelchair offers more benefits than quite a bit more than traditional power wheelchair.
 Even since power wheelchairs have increased in
a bulky manual wheelchair [2].
• Increased mobility, For disabled people who cannot use popularity, there are still many disabled, injured, or elderly
their arms to power a manual wheelchair, or for people who individuals who are unable to purchase a power wheelchair.
do not have the upper body strength to self-propel a manual The number one reason why an individual who would like to
wheelchair, power wheelchairs offer the ability to be mobile purchase a power wheelchair cannot is due to financial
with the use of a joystick or mouthpiece, such as the sip and reasons. Before purchasing a power wheelchair or completely
puff control described by Wheelchair.ca or a ruling one out, it is important to speak with insurance or
Medicare representatives. Many individuals are not aware of
tongue-controlled wheelchair.
• Increased Maneuverability, Power wheelchairs use the fact that if a wheelchair is advised by a doctor, it may be
casters that swivel a full 180 degrees to provide more fully or partial covered.
maneuverability, especially in small areas, according to the Objectives of Automated Wheelchair
Automated wheelchairs that are equipped with sensors &
Electric Wheelchairs Center. Maneuverability is one of the
data
processing unit are termed as Smart Wheelchair. Our
key problems associated with wheelchair use. Power
wheelchairs allow a disabled individual to get around tight goal is to design and develop a system that allows the user to
spaces and move through smaller areas, which is especially robustly interact with the wheelchair at different levels of the
control and sensing [6].
beneficial at home.

• Increased Physical Support, A power wheelchair can
have the option to allow for more physical support, including
adjustable seating such as tilt and recline. Power wheelchair
users can also adjust the height of the chair to see their
environment more clearly. Some power wheelchairs also have
the option of elevation to help a person get to a standing
position [9].
• Increase disabled people‟s ability to live independently –
to enjoy the same choice, control and freedom as any other
• Citizen –at home, at work, and as members of the
community.
• Enable young disabled children and their families to
enjoy „ordinary‟ lives, through access to childcare, early
education and early family support to enable them to care for
their child effectively and remain socially and economically
included;
• Support disabled young people and their families
through the transition to adulthood. Transition will be better
planned around the needs of the individuals and service
delivery will be smooth across the transition; and
• Increase the number of disabled people in employment
while providing support and security for those unable to work.

V.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed methodology was trying to develop under the
following assumptions[5]:
1.
To use wheelchair automatically for moving
forward, backward, Left & Right through head movements.
2.
Our project Automatic wheelchair basically works
on the principle of acceleration, acceleration sensor.
3.
When person tilt his head in forward direction above
20degree angle chair will move in forward direction.
4.
If person tilt his head in backward direction above
20degree angle chair will move in backward direction.
5.
If person tilt his head in left direction above
20degree angle chair will move in left direction.
6.
If person tilt his head in right direction above
20degree angle chair will move in right direction.
7.
If person tilt his head at 45degree forward priority
will be given to forward direction.
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VI.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Hardware Requirements

AT89C51 microcontroller

MAX232 for protocol conversion
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provide extreme ease in his life. For a person no need to rely

acceleration sensor
on other for his day to day work by using this project.

L293D driver IC.
There are several barriers that must be overcome before

12v DC power supply.
smart
wheelchairs can become widely used. A significant

Serial cable.
technical
issue is the cost versus accuracy. project involves
Software Requirements:
the electronic circuits, the hardware designing & software

Kiel uv3 for Embedded „C‟ programming
knowledge. Automated wheelchair can be used to help

Micro flash for chip burning
handicapped people, especially those who are not able to
move. Various related work in the field of a Automate
VII.
ARCHITECTURE OF AUTOMATED
Wheelchair .Limitations of existing system.
WHEELCHAIR
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Fig 7: Block diagram automated wheelchair

Working principle:
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VIII.
CONCLUSION
We have described a smart wheelchair equipped with
sensors and driven by Head movement control that allows the
rider to interact with and command the system at various
levels of abstraction. We are trying to developed a device
which could make a handicap one independent and can
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